By TRAVEL PLAYLIST p, 2, 1:49.2s ($327,515).

1st dam

RED CAPE p, 3, 1:54.1s - '00 ($16,836) 5 wins, by JATE LOBBELL p, 3, 1:51.2. From 11 foals, dam of 8 winners (3 in 1:53, 7 in 1:55) including:

BIKINI BOTTOM (m, Cams Card Shark) p, 2, 1:56.4h, 3, 1:51.1 - '06 ($527,958) 27 wins. At 2, winner of NJSS - Green Acres Series div (twice); second in Lou Babic Memorial elim, NJSS div. At 3, winner of Blossom Series leg (twice), Miss Vera Bars Pacing Series leg, Preferred, Tarport Hap S. leg; second in Helen Dancer Memorial div, Miss Vera Bars Pacing Series leg and final, Mistletoe Shalee S. elim, NJSS div (twice); third in Blossom Series final. As aged, winner of Preferred. Dam of TALKING POINTS p, 2, Q1:51.1 -'14, BT 1:50.2 -'14 ($75,021) etc.

MR ROCKFORD (g, Dragon Again) p, 3, 1:53.3h, 1:53.1h - '12, BT 1:50.4 -'12 ($304,484) 28 wins. At 4, winner of Sagamore Hill Pacing Series leg, Sagamore Hills Series elim; third in Sagamore Hill Pacing Series leg and final. As aged, third in Spa Loyalty Series leg.

READY TO WIN (m, Dragon Again) p, 2, 1:53.1f, 1:52.1s - '09, BT 1:51.4 -'07 ($211,283) 10 wins. At 2, winner of John Simpson Memorial div, PASS div (twice); second in Breeders Crown elim; third in Bluegrass S. div, Matron S. elim and final. At 3, third in Open. Dam of CENTER OF HOPE p, 2, 1:56.2f, 3, 1:53.2f -'18, BT 1:52.3f -'18 ($56,273); OLD MAN CLEARLY p, 2, Q1:56.0, 3, 1:55.2f -'15, BT 1:52.1f -'16 ($36,497); KENDALLS COUSIN p, 2, 1:55.0s -'19, BT 1:53.0f -'20 ($25,140) etc.

CARD SHOCK (g, Cams Card Shark) p, 3, 1:53.0h, 1:51.1 - '16, BT 1:50.1f -'15 ($213,575) 14 wins. At 2, second in NJSS-Green Acres leg; third in NJSS-Green Acres elim; second in NJSS-Green Acres leg; third in NJSS-Green Acres elim; third in NJSS-Green Acres elimination. As aged, winner of The Caramore leg; third in The Caramore final.

THE SMIDGE (g, Dragon Again) p, 3, 1:54.3h -'16, BT 1:52.4f -'19 ($100,102) 11 wins. KIDDIE COCKTAIL (m, Bettors Delight) p, 2, 2:00.1h, 3, 1:54.2 -'11, BT 1:54.1 -'11 ($47,598) 4 wins. At 3, winner of NY Bred LC div at Yonkers; second in NYSS div at Monticello, New York LC div at Batavia Downs; third in Landmark S. div at Historic Track, NYSS div at Monticello, New York LC div at Vernon Downs. Dam of KENDALL SEELSTER p, 2, 1:51.1s, 3, 1:49.4s -'18, BT 1:49.1s -'19 ($1,414,477); KARMA SEELSTER p, 2, 1:52.4s, 3, 1:51.1s, 4, 1:56.2f -'21, BT 1:50.1s -'20 ($559,875); KOKANEE SEELSTER p, 2, 1:53.0s, 1:51.1f -'20 ($302,716); KYLIE SEELSTER p, 2, 1:57.4h, 3, 1:52.0s -'18, BT 1:50.1s -'19 ($194,974) etc.

RED DIAMOND (g, Cams Card Shark) p, 3, 1:57.4h -'08, BT 1:57.0f -'08 ($42,460) 22 wins. KELLYS KINDNESS (m, Cmrdle) p, 2, Q2:00.0h, 3, 1:53.4h -'19 ($31,995) 3 wins. At 3, winner of Gridiron Series leg; second in The Gridiron Series leg; third in Gridiron Series leg (twice). Eyes Of Mercy (f, Art Major) p, BT 1:56.1h -'21 ($4,040). Palin Simple (m, Bettors Delight) p, BT 1:56.0f -'11 ($1,501). Dam of QUEEN OF CAMBRIDGE p, 2, 1:57.3f -'20, BT 1:52.4f -'21 ($6,392); Automatically. Now 2 and qualified in p, 2:02.4 etc. Unnamed 5n501 (m, Art Major). Died 2015.

2nd dam


NOB HILL HIGH (h, M cidle) p, 2, 1:54.0h, 3, 1:50.3f, 1:50.1f -'12, BT 1:49.3 -'12 ($1,110,703) 38 wins. At 2, winner of Standardbred S. elim. At 3, winner of Hanover S. div, Hayes S. div, Matron S. elim; third in Burlington S. div, Circle City S. div, Confederation Cup elim, Hoosier Cup final. At 4, winner of Preferred; second in Preferred (twice), Winbak Farm div; third in Preferred (twice). As aged, winner of George Morton Levy Pacing Series leg and elim, Preferred; second in George Morton Levy Pacing Series leg and elim (twice); third in Levy Memorial elim, Preferred (twice), Winbak Pace div.

NO HOOD (g, Falcon Seelster) p, 3, 1:56.4, 1:51.1 -'98 ($364,717) 53 wins. ANSON (g, Cambest) p, 2, 1:56.2f, 3, 1:55.2f, 4, 1:53.3f -'06 ($84,245) 11 wins. At 2, winner of Primary S. elim; second in Primary S. final; third in Premiers S. div.